Abstract Saliency or salient region extraction from images is still a challenging field as it needs some understanding of the image and its nature. A technique that is suitable for some applications is not necessarily useful in other applications, thus, saliency identification is dependent upon the application. Based on a survey of existing methods of saliency detection, a new technique to extract the salient regions from an image is proposed that utilizes local features of the region surrounding each pixel. The level of saliency is decided based on the irregularity of the region with compared to other regions. To make the process fully automatic, a new Fuzzy-based thresholding technique has also been developed. In addition to the above, a survey of existing saliency evaluation techniques has been carried out and we have proposed new evaluation methods. The proposed saliency extraction technique has been compared with other algorithms reported in the literature, and the results are discussed in detail.
Much effort has been devoted to developing new saliency extraction techniques based on different image processing techniques such as Fourier transforms, wavelets and corners. Various techniques have been proposed based on definitions of saliency put forward by individual authors. In this paper, we propose a new way to identify the saliency of either objects or regions using local features of the image. This method is not restricted to any specific domain and can be easily applied to real world applications.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews the previous work in this field. Section 3 explains the proposed saliency extraction technique based on the irregularity of regions in an image. In section 4, a new automatic thresholding technique is proposed. Points clustering and region merging is discussed in section 5. Section 6 reviews the state of current saliency evaluation techniques and introduces a new evaluation method. Section 7 discusses the experimental results obtained and the choice of parameters values. Finally, our conclusions are presented in Section 8.
Previous work
Wavelets have been used by many authors [6, 38, 42, 59, 63] , where the principles of wavelet transforms have been applied to extract salient points. Loupias et al. have used orthogonal Haar wavelets in extracting salient points [42] . Song et al. [59] have proposed the use of wavelets to identify salient points in colour images using RGB bands. The use of wavelets can give good results in non-homogeneous images, such as the cameraman example used by [42] , but it does not work well when it is applied to images with high texture.
The location of an object was considered as a measure of saliency by Kim, et al. [33] . They used the centrality of position and colour contrast as the features that give importance to the object. This proposition is not always true as salient objects are not necessarily placed in the centre of the image.
Background suppression, in which unimportant details in the background of the image are removed and only the salient details are kept, was used by Davis & Sharma [13] and Zhang & Goldman [68] . This method requires prior knowledge of the objects to be searched for in the image.
Geometric features, such as corners, have been used to identify the saliency of points. Corners were first considered as a measure of saliency by Schmid and Mohr as part of their efforts to identify local interest points [31, 56] . Loupias et al. [42] have criticized corner-based techniques and have showed the limitations of this method. These limitations were first, important visual features are not necessarily corners, and second, corners may gather in small regions, as in coarse images.
Maps of specific features extracted from the image have been used to indicate the saliency of a region. The overall saliency of a point or of a region is measured by combining these feature maps. Low-level features, such as colour, intensity, texture and orientation, are commonly used. Early work in this field was done by Koch and Ullman [34] and Itti et al. [26] . Itti et al. developed a model to extract regions of attention using an image Gaussian pyramid. Intensity, colour, and orientation features were used to distinguish salient regions. Forty two separate feature maps were generated from a set of centre-surrounded operations. These were combined into an overall saliency map. Inhibition of return was used to prevent the algorithm from considering the same salient object more than once [27] . The main drawback of this technique is the large number of feature maps in addition to the use of the image pyramid, which may affect the speed of the algorithm. Furthermore, it extracts the regions of interest sequentially using a winners-takes-all paradigm, which increases the computation time.
Consideration of the frequency domain has been used to extract the saliency of objects [2, 9, 18, 19, 24, 36, 70] . The idea here is that salient points are usually associated with high frequency changes in terms of both magnitude and orientation. The main limitation of such techniques is that high local frequency changes may be caused by edges, and edges themselves are not necessarily salient regions.
Colour-based saliency identification has also been used [17, 43, 46] . In most of the algorithms, the rarity of the colour was used as a measure of saliency, which is not always feasible. Most of the proposed techniques have used colour information together with some other feature such as texture, location, and intensity. Perazzi et al. [50] have presented some cases in which the use of colour information is not feasible, namely where there are lighting variations across the image, or when fore-and background colours are very similar.
Several problematic issues have been identified with the above techniques. The first is that, in most of the available techniques, some prior knowledge of the nature of the image is required as in [68] . Another issue is the need to specify some parameters manually, such as the value of the threshold as in [13] . In the techniques using frequencies, corners, and wavelets, the problem of falsely detected salient points (FDSPs) due to noise and the nature of the image and the extractor need to be taken into account.
In this paper, we introduce a robust, general saliency extraction method that is fully automatic and does not need any intervention from the user. Furthermore, it does not need any prior knowledge of the image.
Irregularity as a measure of saliency
We define saliency as any irregular region in the image that differs in nature from the image as a whole, such as a region with texture in an otherwise uniform region, or vice versa. We will use irregularity therefore as the main measure of saliency.
Let I x; y ð Þ be the image intensity at position x; y ð Þ , where x ¼ 1; 2; …:; W ; y ¼ 1; 2; … ; H , with W and H are the image width and height respectively. The image is represented as a set of pixels as follows:
where p xy is the pixel's value at location x; y ð Þ and N is the set of natural numbers.
Furthermore, we define the set as the power set of I . Here, the main constraint is that all elements of a given subset should belong to a connected region, which means they should belong to a specified neighbouring area.
The sub-image, which we refer to as a region, is a subset of the image where elements all belong to the same region. The size of region is w Â h . As the regions are disjoint, they can be defined as:
Multimed Tools Appl (2016) 75: Assuming that there is no overlap between adjacent regions, the total number of regions is W w Â H h . In most cases there will be overlap between the regions, and if we denote the overlapping value by δ , then the total number of regions is W wÀδ Â H hÀδ . Furthermore, we shall define the description space, where each region will go through a features extraction process to convert them into a set of measures that can be used to describe the region. The mapping ϕ from the region space to the description space is given by:
Here D is the set of descriptors of the regions in R and is given by:
may be a single value or a set of values. The selection of the mapping ϕ is important and it should give high values for regions with high irregularity and low values for other regions. As a pixel's intensity can be treated as a random variable, then probability and other statistical measures can be used to measure the features of a region. Two important statistical measures can be used to identify the regularity and irregularity of a region, namely expected value and variation. In regular regions, the expected value will be very close to the pixel's actual intensity value and the measure of variation, such as the standard deviation, will be small. The opposite will be true in the case of irregular regions, so the measure of irregularity can be derived from these two measures.
The block diagram of the proposed model is given in Fig. 1 . The image first goes through a saliency enhancement process based on the irregularity of the regions. Then the enhanced image is passed through a thresholding process to remove points with low irregularity. Finally, the extracted salient points are clustered to form groups that can then be merged together to form salient regions. Figure 2 shows the original and intensity images together with the mean intensity image and the difference between the intensity image and the mean image. The spatial representation shows that values corresponding to the salient objects are higher than other values. The expected value (the mean) μ ij and the variation value (the standard deviation) σ ij are calculated using pixels from the surrounding region, thus the irregularity can be extracted as a function of the expected value and the variation value as follows:
where v ij is the measure of irregularity in region . In this case, is represented by one value, namely v ij In order to make the values comparable, the value of is normalized by dividing it by the maximum value, i.e. . Figure 3 shows the results of applying the above method to an image to obtain the irregularity saliency map (ISM) in (c). It is clear from the ISM that the values corresponding to the salient objects have become even higher and more distinguishable.
Unimportant details suppression and thresholding
Extracting the salient object means removing unimportant non-salient details. Based on the local descriptor, the regions are divided into two classes, R ¼ R I ∪R U , with R I represents the set of important (salient) regions and R U is the set of unimportant (non-salient) regions.
Thresholding can be applied to separate these two regions if a suitable threshold value can be extracted from the available data. A low threshold may lead to some non-salient regions being classed as salient and vice versa. Regions with descriptor values larger than or equal to the threshold value T are marked as salient regions while others are not salient as given below:
The value of T can be derived from the available data in D . One possible way of doing this is by using histogram thresholding. Histograms give good information about the intensity distribution in the image. As many of the commonly used algorithms assume the input image to contain a dark object in a light background, or vice versa, then the histogram is expected to have two peaks and one valley. The grey level corresponding to the valley, which is the minimum point between the two peaks, is considered as the threshold value. This technique is known as bimodal thresholding (BMT).
As the term salient is not clearly defined and is fuzzy, then fuzzy logic should be applicable to detecting salient objects. In this paper, we develop a thresholding technique that utilizes the principle of a membership function within the BMT technique. We shall refer to this technique as Fuzzy Bimodal Thresholding (FBMT). The main problem with the BMT shown in Fig. 4a is that it assumes that the borders between the object and the background are well defined and crisp, which is not true in real images. Figure 4b shows the use of FBMT to determine the value of T . The histogram is approximated by two membership functions; μ b x ð Þ which measures how much the pixel is black, and μ w x ð Þ which measures its membership value for white. Thus, the luminance space will be divided into two sets B and W. As the figure shows, the histogram is now divided into 4 regions rather than the 2 regions in BMT (1 black and 1 white). The other two regions are the overlap between the black and white regions which have been generated due to the uncertainty in image luminance values, which may be caused by shadows for example.
Since we wish to apply the FBMT to irregularity values, which are represented by the intensity values in ISM, then the four regions will be used to describe the level of saliency rather than intensity. We shall define a Fuzzy Linguistic set FL ¼ NS; LS; S; VS f g. The properties of each Fuzzy Linguistic Variable (FLV) are given in Table 1: It is clear from Table 1 that the user can select the level of saliency required. The best selection could be the S and VS together as will be shown in the experimental results section. 
Salient points clustering and regions merging
Clustering the extracted salient points to form salient regions is an important part of the proposed algorithm. As was noted by Estivill-Castro [16] , the notion of cluster cannot be precisely defined, which is why there are many different clustering algorithms. Most of these are application-oriented algorithms. An algorithm that is suitable for a particular application or problem may not work effectively for other problems, thus, the selection of an appropriate algorithm for a particular problem is critical [16] . Many reviews of algorithms have been published [10, 12, 28, 47, 53, 61, 65, 66] . Some of the algorithms use computational intelligence techniques such as neural nets, uncertainty, and evolutionary computing [28] . Due to the nature of our application, we shall adopt the Blobs-Based Clustering (BBC) technique [4] . In this clustering technique, each point is replaced by a small surrounding region (blob). If any adjacent regions are intersecting, they are merged to form a single region. The size of the blobs is increased and adjacent regions are merged with each iteration until the blob size stops affecting the merging process (Fig. 5) . Figure 5a shows the points obtained from the salient points extraction technique. In this figure, the yellow circles represent the blobs and the blue circle represents the region obtained after merging the blobs. Figure 5b shows the result of the merging process after one iteration, where only some points have been merged to form regions. In the next iteration, the size of the blob is increased and the new regions are merged. The process is repeated until the increase in the size of the blob stops affecting the number of regions for a few successive iterations. In the example given in Fig. 5 , the iterations stopped after three iterations as shown in (c). By taking the borders of the obtained regions one can identify the salient region and hence the salient object.
Saliency evaluation
For any algorithm, there should be a measure to evaluate how good it is, and how suitable it is for the application at hand. First, we need to establish some rules that can be used to evaluate the competing saliency extraction algorithms. These rules should satisfy the notion of saliency and attention, as well as suitability for the specific application. There have been a number of surveys of evaluation methods [8, 20, 29, 58, 64, 69] . Collectively they show that no one general method can be used with all algorithms. Some authors have evaluated the results obtained from the algorithms qualitatively by using human observers to indicate salient objects. While this is the easiest method it depends entirely on the feedback from the observers and there is no standardized measure in such methods [14, 25] . The Area Under the Curve (AUC) has been used for this purpose, where the saliency map is converted into a binary image. Then the AUC is calculated and compared to the AUC extracted from the ground truth data [15, 20, 32, 39, 69] . Tatler supports the idea of empirical evaluation of the saliency as it uses the natural behaviour of the human visual attention system [62] . Correlation-based measures have also been widely used where the correlation between the saliency map and fixation data obtained from human observers is calculated, [20, 35, 45, 48, 54, 69] . Other techniques have also been proposed to evaluate saliency algorithms, including the least square index [69] , earth mover's distance [29, 37, 39, 49, 55, 69] , receiver operating characteristics [5, 67, 69] , normalized scanpath [51, 69] , string-edit distance [11, 69] and info contents [57] . Precision and recall is another important method that has been used often [2, 5, 18, 19, 40, 41, 60] . They can be used to derive the F-measure evaluation technique as follows [43] :
where P and R are the precision and recall measures respectively, and α is a weighting factor. A value of 0.3 has been used for this [21] . S x; y ð Þ and G x; y ð Þ are the binary saliency map and ground truth map respectively.
In some of the methods listed above, the sequence of the extracted points is important and they work well with eye tracking data as the proposed algorithms attempt to develop methods that can simulate the sequence of fixations of human observers. In this paper, we develop a method that can compare two images based on the salient regions contained in each image. Our method is suitable for applications where predicting the sequence of fixated points is not important.
We compare the results from our method with ground truth data obtained both from manual labelling and from eye-tracking data. In general, let S ¼ s i js i ¼ x i ; y i ð Þ∧i ¼ 1; 2; …; N f g be the extracted points set and
g is the ground truth data. It is not possible to compare the points individually since it is not possible to have two points on the same x; y coordinates, thus we may use the centroid of the data instead. We refer to this method as single centroid distance (SCD); the centroid is calculated as follows:
In the same way, one can find the centroid of the ground truth data C G ¼ C Gx ; C Gy À Á . The geometric distance between the two centroids is used as the evaluation metric.
Multimed Tools Appl (2016) 75:25-48 Figure 6 shows the result of comparing two sets of points. The first set was extracted using our irregularity saliency extraction method and the second set was obtained using manual labelling.
In this example, the distance is very small [30] which means that the maps are close enough to be considered as similar, in spite of the difference in the point distribution of the two sets.
Another possibility is a comparison between the extracted saliency data and the fixation data obtained from an eye-tracking device. Figure 7 shows the distance between the extracted data and the eye-tracking data. The distance between the two centroids was (25.1).
It is clear from the above discussion that the comparison is not very precise, this is because all the points are compared at the same time, and this is affected by the FDSPs and the density of the points. Another possible measure can be obtained by considering the similarity between the regions after clustering, i.e. after forming the salient regions from the salient points. One possible measure is by taking the exclusive OR (XOR) between the saliency map and the ground truth map. In this technique, the pixels in the salient regions are set to one, while others are set to zero. Pixel-wise XOR is applied between the two maps, similar pixels produce zero and different pixels produce one. The total number of zeroes represents the similarity between the maps and the number of ones represents the distance between the maps. We shall refer to this method as XOR Similarity (XORS) and XOR Distance (XORD) respectively and they are given by: (13) The following figure shows an example of the application of the XORD. Figure 8a and b show the maps we want to compare. Figure 8c and d show the maps after binary thresholding, and Fig. 8e is the result of applying the XOR operation to the maps in Fig. 8c and d .
The effect of FDSPs on the SCD and XORD has been studied on different images to test the effect of falsely detected regions with different sizes. Another test has examined the effect of the distribution of the FDSPs on the accuracy of the similarity measure. The following figure shows the curves of the distance with the increase of the number of FDSPs.
From Fig. 9 , one can see that both SCD and XORD curves change with the FDSPs. However, the effect of FDSPs on XORD is less than their effect on SCD.
Experimental results
The technique described above was applied to a set of images with different sizes and levels of complexity. The dataset used is a subset of the MSRA dataset, which contains around 21,000 images of different natures, levels of complexity, and level of saliency [41] . The images in our dataset were selected carefully such that they satisfy different levels of saliency and complexity. The selected dataset contained 1,000 images divided into four classes. The first class (C1) Fig. 7 The distance between the centroid of the computationally extracted data and eye tracking data, (a) fixations map obtained from the eye tracking data, (b) the distance between the centroids contains images with a single large uniform object placed in the centre. The second class (C2) contains images with a single isolated object but is neither uniform nor in the centre of the image. The third class (C3) contains images with multiple isolated salient objects and with fewer details in the background. The fourth class (C4) contains images with multiple objects with overlapping and with coarse backgrounds. It is clear that the difficulty of the saliency detection increases with the classes, i.e. C4 contains images where the prediction of saliency is the most difficult. The selected dataset includes the images used with the saliency extraction algorithms that we used for benchmarking. Ground truth data was obtained using two methods. The first was by specifying the salient region manually, which was based on images marked up by 30 persons from different levels of education, age, and cultural background. The second method was to use eye tracking data from eight persons who viewed all of the images.
As the object regions in the images in C1 are regular, our algorithm will not work efficiently with these. The saliency metrics can be extracted from these images by applying a colour reduction algorithm, or by contrast identification and region growing from the centre, as shown in the sample images given in Table 2 .
The proposed algorithm worked efficiently on the other classes as will be shown later in this section.
Selecting a suitable window size for the regions is important because it may affect the salient details. Selecting a very large window may cover more than one object, while selecting a small window size may mark fine details as salient regions. In previous work, this is usually taken to be 3 Â 3 , 5 Â 5 , or 7 Â 7 Kim &#x0026; Milanfar; 2013 ð Þ , [7, 52] . Different window size values were tested on 100 images of different sizes and from the four different images classes. In each test, the XORD metric between the extracted saliency map and the ground truth data was calculated as shown in Fig. 10 , which represents the relation between the window size and the XORD. From this figure, it is clear that the smallest distance values are when the window size equals to 2.0, 2.5, and 3.0 % of the image size. 2.0 % means the size of the window is a ratio of the image size and is given by 0:02 Â W ð ÞÂ0:02 Â H ð Þ, and the same is true with other percentage values. With a window size of 2.5 and 3.0 % the calculations needed by the algorithm will be higher than 2.0 %, thus the latter size will be selected.
We selected the amount of the overlap between adjacent windows in a similar way, and found the optimum value for overlap to be 1.0 % of the image size. Table 2 Extracting saliency from the images in C1
Multimed Tools Appl (2016) 75: The ISM data from Fig. 3c are given in Table 3 , which shows the bins, the frequency of occurrence (F), the log scaled frequency (LF), the normalized LF (NLF) and the smoothed NLF (SNLF). Figure 11 shows the graphical representation for the same data. As the range of the data is very large and as we are interested more in the size (i.e. which frequency is larger), we shall reduce the difference in range by drawing the histogram using a log scale. 1.0% 1.5% 2.0% 2.5% 3.0% Distance using XORD % Window Size Fig. 10 Average measured using XORD, vs. window size Table 4 shows the threshold ranges. For salient regions extraction we shall consider S and VS regions and suppress NS and LS regions.
By using the threshold values in Table 4 , which were extracted from the histogram shown in Fig. 11 , the results shown in Fig. 12 were obtained. Figure 12a shows the nonsalient regions (white) which is in the range of 0 to 5. It is clear that it contains most of the redundant information, such as the sky and the snow. Figure 12b shows the less salient regions, Fig. 12c shows the salient regions and Fig. 12d shows the very salient regions.
The best threshold choice is by considering salient and very salient regions. Using the threshold obtained above, the results of applying the algorithm are as shown in Fig.  13 :
After specifying a suitable threshold value and using it for unimportant details suppression, the clustering process is applied to the salient points to create the salient regions. The blobs based clustering (BBC) technique is then used for merging the salient regions to form larger regions that contain the object.
We compared our method with several different existing saliency extraction techniques. The evaluation compared the obtained saliency map with the two kinds of ground truth maps. The distance between the ground truth data was calculated for each image in the dataset and then the average is extracted for each algorithm and compared with other methods. Figure 14 shows the F-Measure graphs obtained from comparing our method with IT [26] , MZ ( [44] ), GB [22] , SR [23] , AC [1] , FT [2] , HFT [36] , MSSS ( [3] ), and CO [17] [18] [19] . From the F-measure graph shown in Fig. 14 , it is clear that the values from our Irregularity Saliency Detector (ISD) are higher than other methods, which means that the results that we have obtained are quite satisfactory. The minimum value graph is the one corresponding to Itti's method. This is probably because this method emphasised predicting the sequence of salient objects more.
The same comparison has been performed on images from different classes and the obtained results are as follows: Figure 15 shows a comparison of the XOR similarity (XORS) rather than distance (XORD) to compare the efficiency of our ISD algorithm with the other algorithms. From Fig. 15 , it is clear that ISD is not the best algorithm when applied on C1, while it gives very good results when applied on the other three classes of image. As further illustration, the outcomes of applying each of the algorithms to a series of images are given in Table 5 . This shows a quantitative comparison of our results with the results obtained from other existing algorithms. To make the comparison convenient, we have compared the saliency enhancement results with other methods.
In some images, the object itself may contain regular regions. This may cause the algorithm to highlight the borders of the object as shown in Fig. 16 . Figure 16 shows the case in which the object contains a regular region within it. The extracted borders will form the salient region by the points clustering and regions forming phase. Figure 16b and c show the process of points clustering and merging using BBC, and (d) shows the extracted objects. In cases like the one described above, the algorithm may look like an edge detector. This is not the case however as edge detectors try to find thin edges and to cover all the objects in the image, while the irregularity map will extract the salient and irregular regions only. Figure 17 shows the difference between the edge map obtained from popular edge detectors, Canny and Sobel, and the ISM. Some other edge detectors were tested and it was found that they also produce different results from the ISM for the reasons given above. 
Conclusions
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